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Key features

Import and expor t 30+ CAD 

formats

Get access to all the key 3D formats, including native CAD 

systems (SOLIDWORKS, CATIA, Siemens NX, PTC Creo, 

Autodesk DWG), neutral (glTF, JT, OBJ, STEP, etc.) and kernel 

formats (ACIS, Parasolid, Rhino, etc.).

CAD Exchanger

Navigate through product 

structure

Show or hide individual parts and sub-assemblies or use a 

filter to hide bodies and polyvertex sets according to their 

type. Search through the product structure using element 

names.

CAD Exchanger

Measure objects

Explore bounding box dimensions, volume, surface area, and 

center of mass. Perform linear, circular and angular 

measurements to get the exact dimensions between edges, 

wires, faces or solids.

CAD Exchanger

See the list of all supported formats.

https://cadexchanger.com/formats/


Key features

Build sectioning and exploded 

views

Add up to 3 section planes to explore internal content of the 

model. Or build exploded views to understand the underneath 

of the design and the relations between the parts.

Manage visualization

Choose B-Rep geometry or polygonal mesh representations 

and generate several LODs (Level Of Details). Visualize 3D 

models in wireframe, shading modes or combinations of the 

above.

View PMI & proper ties

View PMI (Product and Manufacturing Information) - 

Geometrical Dimensions and Tolerances (GD&T), text 

annotations, surface finishes, material specifications and more.


Explore attached user-defined properties and meta-data.



Formats

Creo

Mesh B-Rep Mesh and B-Rep

Export

ACIS IFC IGES Parasolid

STL USD VRML X3D

Collada DXF FBX gITF OBJ

DXF JT Rhino STEP

Import

ACIS CATIA Creo IFC IGES

Inventor NX Parasolid Solid Edge

3D XML 3DPDF 3DS 3MF Collada

DXF FBX gITF OBJ PLY

PRC STL U3D VRML X3D

DWG DXF JT Rhino SOLIDWORKS STEP



Trusted by industry 


leaders from 


110+ countries



Benefits

Why all those brands chose


CAD Exchanger? 

Greater team productivity

Affected by cumbersome design exchange and 

consequent downtimes? Empower employees with fast 

access to product data. Regardless of the model size and 

format, viewing and converting files won’t delay the 

workflow anymore. 

Accurate data exchange

Don’t waste time redesigning the product after 


conversion. CAD Exchanger preserves the complete


scope of design data, keeping the models intact during 


the exchange.

Protected know-how

Share only required sub-assemblies and parts with 

your partners by simply unchecking the necessary 

items in the product structure before exporting the 

file.

Large 3D files support

However massive the CAD model is, regular office 

laptops can be enough to swiftly display it. 

 enable fast processing of the 

most complex assemblies.

Patented 

parallel computations

No training required

With zero experience in CAD and no special training 


employees can start working with CAD Exchanger


intuitively.

Cost reduction

Have to deal with various CAD formats? No need to 

buy several expensive CAD system licenses. View, 

exchange and convert 30+ 3D formats in one app.

https://cadexchanger.com/blog/cad-exchanger-receives-two-patents-on-parallel-computations/
https://cadexchanger.com/blog/cad-exchanger-receives-two-patents-on-parallel-computations/


Licensing

License types

Fits best for individual users

Node-locked license

Linked to a particular computer 


(hostid such as MAC address)

Single user license on a particular


machine

Fits best for teams

Floating license

Shared among users over network

Up to selected number of concurrent 


users

Managed by a license server

Users number

Fits best for longer projects

Perpetual license

Life-long access

Access to new versions during 


first 12 months

Further access to new versions


for an extra charge (optional)

Fits best for shorter projects

Subscription license

12 months access

Access to new versions during 


subscription

 Access duration



Need more powerful CAD


data exchange and


visualization technologies?

Check:


https: //cadexchanger.com/products/sdk/

CAD Exchanger SDK

C++, C#, Java, Python 


components for apps and SaaS

https://cadexchanger.com/products/sdk/


It's easy to get started

Submit the form

Try 30-days free evaluation version

Ready to buy?

Buy online Bank transfer Find reseller

Have a question or need a recommendation?

Contact us at sales@cadexchanger.com

https://cadexchanger.com/products/gui/try/
https://cadexchanger.com/products/gui/#pricing
mailto:sales@cadexchanger.com

